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REVEAL PERSPECTIVE
USING FIRST-PERSON POINT OF VIEW

Dear Miss Mina Mitochondria,
As the leader of this cell, I would like to thank 

you for being such a great energy source. Since I 
spend most of my time directing activities along 
with the traffic that leaves me, I would not be able 
to work without you. Holding all of the cell’s DNA 
is also a very hard job. You see, the hair and the 
eye color genes just don’t get along!

   As powerhouse of the cell, I am sure you are 
very tired at the end of the day, but you never show 
it. Breaking down all of the food in the cell and 
then releasing all of the energy can’t be easy. You 
must be totally wiped out at the end of the day. I 
can’t imagine storing all of that energy also. 

Thank you Miss Mina, for all that you do.  
Without you, we would never make it as a cell.

Sincerely,
Nellie Nucleus

Writing by West Vigo Middle School seventh grader (Vigo, IN)
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Writing by Winfield Elementary second grader (Crown Point, IN)

REVEAL PERSPECTIVE
USING FIRST-PERSON POINT OF VIEW

Chicks
I am very mad because I am stuck in this egg. Do I 

like this? No, I do not. I am (ouch) crunched! And the 
bad news is I have to stay in here for 21 days. And it is 
hot, cramped and dark. I hate it in here! 

As soon as I am done with this egg, I am going to 
throw it far, far away!!!! Yes that’s what I will do. And 
I will laugh at it to. Yes that’s what I will do. The egg 
is going to land in China!! Can I throw it that far? That 
would be very, very far. 

I am going to try to get out of this egg. Peck, peck, 
peck hold on its cracking!! Peck peck peck I have to take 
a break. Now for the final peck. Peckkkkkk. Kabooomm! 
I am out! Finally! Now I have a life.
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Writing by Albany Elementary fourth grader (Albany, IN)

REVEAL PERSPECTIVE
USING FIRST-PERSON POINT OF VIEW

Underground Railroad

As I run under the cover of night
All I feel in my bones is fright.

All I want is to be free;
It is all that matters to me.

I’ll gladly take help from strangers,
Knowing they might lead me to danger.

I will make it.  I will rise.
On freedom’s wings, I will fly.
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REVEAL PERSPECTIVE
USING FIRST-PERSON POINT OF VIEW

Digestive System
MMMMM...

My saliva is the D.J. to the dancing journey.

When my teeth bite into a snickers candy bar, 

my taste buds are being electrocuted by the goodness of it.

First, they do the electro-slide down the esophagus.

It’s a tube that is 25cm long.

Next, they do the worm in the stomach, which has smooth muscles.

It mashes and pushes it.

Then, they spin like a ballerina down into the small

intestines which have twisted tubes that are 7 meters long.

Finally, they head bang down the intestines and leave the body.

Writing by Wilbur Wright Elementary fourth grader (New Castle, IN)


